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Abstract

high-performance implementation and interactive development environment make it notable.
Factor programs look very different from programs in
most other programming languages. At the most basic level,
function calls and arithmetic use postfix syntax, rather than
prefix or infix as in most programming languages. Factor
provides local variables, but they are used in only a small
minority of procedures because its language features allow
most code to be comfortably written in a point-free style.
Factor is an object-oriented language with an object system centered around CLOS-inspired generic functions in
place of traditional message passing. To make Factor suitable for development of larger applications, it has a robust
module system. Factor’s metaprogramming system allows
for arbitrary extension of syntax and for compile-time computation. Factor allows the clean integration of high-level
and low-level code with extensive support for calling libraries in other languages and for efficient manipulation of
binary data.
Factor has an advanced, high-performance implementation. We believe good support for interactive development is
invaluable, and for this reason Factor allows programmers to
test and reload code as it runs. Our ahead-of-time optimizing compiler and efficient runtime system can remove much
of the overhead of high-level language features. Together,
these features make Factor a useful language for writing both
quick scripts and large programs in a high-level way.
Factor is an open-source project and the product of
many contributors. It is available for free download from
http://factorcode.org.
This paper contributes the following:

Factor is a new dynamic object-oriented programming language. It began as an embedded scripting language and
evolved to a mature application development language. The
language has a simple execution model and is based on the
manipulation of data on a stack. An advanced metaprogramming system provides means for easily extending the language. Thus, Factor allows programmers to use the right
features for their problem domain. The Factor implementation is self-hosting, featuring an interactive development
environment and an optimizing compiler. In this paper, the
language and its implementation are presented.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming
Languages]: Language Constructs and Features; D.3.4
[Programming Languages]: Processors — Compilers, Optimization
General Terms
Keywords
guages
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Introduction

Factor is a dynamic stack-based programming language. It
was originally conceived as an experiment to create a stackbased language practical for modern programming tasks.
It was inspired by earlier stack-based languages like Forth
[33] and Joy [44]. The stack-based model allows for concise and flexible syntax with a high degree of factoring and
code reuse. Driven by the needs of its users, Factor gradually evolved from this base into a dynamic, object-oriented
programming language. Although there is little truly novel
to the Factor language or implementation, Factor’s combination of the stack-based paradigm with functional, objectoriented, and low-level programming features alongside its

• Abstractions and checking for managing the flow of data

in stack-based languages (Section 2.1)
• A CLOS- and Dylan-inspired object system, featuring

generic functions built upon a metaobject protocol and
a flexible type system (Section 2.2)
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• An expressive and easy-to-use system for staged metapro-

gramming (Section 2.3)
• The design of a foreign function interface and low-level

capabilities in a dynamic language (Section 2.4)
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"data.txt" utf8 file-lines
10 head

On the second line, the standard library word head pops
two objects from the stack, the array of lines of text resulting from file-lines and the integer 10, and pushes a new
array containing a fixed number of elements from the beginning of the input array. The final result of the example
is an array containing the first ten lines of text from the file
"data.txt" as strings.
The two lines of code in Figure 1 can be understood
either as separate programs or concatenated to form a single
program. The latter case has the effect of first running the
first program and then the second. Note that in Factor source
code, newlines between words are interpreted the same as
spaces.

Figure 1: Retrieving the first ten lines of a file
• The design of an effective optimizing compiler for a

dynamic language (Section 3)
• A case study in the evolution of a dynamic language

(Secton 4)
Much of Factor’s features and implementation are not radically different from previous dynamic languages. It is the
combination of these features into a useful system that make
Factor notable.

2.1.2

2.

Language Design

Factor supports higher-order functions (functions which take
functions as arguments). In the Joy tradition, we refer to
higher-order functions as combinators and to anonymous
functions as quotations. Quotation literals are pushed on the
stack by surrounding a series of tokens with [ and ], which
delays the evaluation of the surrounded code and stores it
in a quotation object. Combinators are invoked like any
other word, with quotation objects as parameters. In Factor,
all control flow is expressed using combinators, including
common branching and looping constructs usually given
special syntax in other languages. Some examples:

Factor combines features from existing languages with new
innovations. We focus here on the prominent unique aspects
of Factor’s design: our contributions to the stack-based language paradigm, the module and object systems, tools for
metaprogramming, and low-level binary data manipulation
support.
2.1

Stack-based Programming Language

In Factor, as in Forth and Joy [44], function parameters are
passed by pushing them on an operand stack prior to performing the function call. We introduce two original contributions: a set of combinators which replace the stack shuffling words found in other stack languages, and a syntax for
partial application.
2.1.1

Higher-order Programming

• if is a combinator taking three inputs from the stack: a

boolean value, a “then” branch quotation, and an “else”
branch quotation. For example,
2 even? [ "OK" ] [ "Cosmic rays detected" ]
if
tests whether the value 2 is even, placing the string "OK"
on the stack if so or "Cosmic rays detected" if not.

Postfix Syntax

In stack-based languages, a function call is written as a single token, which leads to the term “word” being used in
place of “function”, in the Forth tradition. This contrasts
with mainstream programming languages, in which function call syntax combines the function name with a list of
parameters. Symbols that traditionally behave as operators
with infix syntax in other languages, such as +, -, *, and /,
are normal postfix words in Factor and receive no special
syntactic treatment. Languages which use an operand stack
in this manner have been called concatenative, because they
have the property that programs are created by “concatenating” (or “composing”) smaller programs. In this way, words
can be seen as functions which take and return a stack [30].
Literals in a stack language, such as "data.txt" and 10
in Figure 1, can be thought of as functions that push themselves on the stack, making the values available to subsequent word calls which pop them off the stack. Some words,
such as utf8, can also behave as literal symbols that push
themselves on the stack. file-lines consumes two objects
from the stack, the filename string "data.txt" and the encoding symbol utf8, and pushes back an array of strings,
the contents of the specified file broken into lines of text.

• The each standard library word implements what other

languages call a “for-each” loop. It iterates in order over
the elements of an array (or other sequence, see 2.2.2),
invoking a quotation with each element as the input parameter on each iteration. For example,
{ "veni" "vidi" "vici" } [ print ] each
will print the strings "veni", "vidi", and "vici" to the
console in order. (The { and } delimiters create a literal
array object in the same manner [ and ] create a quotation.)
• reduce is a variation of each that accumulates a value

between iterations. From the top of the stack, it takes an
array, an initial accumulator value, and a quotation. On
each iteration, it passes to the provided quotation the next
item in the array along with the accumulated value thus
far. For example,
{ 1 2 3 4 } 0 [ + ] reduce
will sum the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, and
{ 1 2 3 4 } 1 [ * ] reduce
will multiply them.
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[ "#" head? not ] filter
[ string>number ] map
0 [ + ] reduce

: tail-factorial ( accumulator n -- n! )
dup 0 =
[ drop ]
[ [ * ] [ 1 - ] bi tail-factorial ]
if ;

Figure 2: Summing the numerical value of array elements
not beginning with #

: factorial ( n -- n! )
1 swap (factorial) ;

• map iterates over its input array like each but addition-

ally collects the output value from each invocation of the
quotation into a new array. For example,
{ "veni" "vidi" "vici" } [ reverse ] map
will make a reversed copy of every element in an array, collecting them into a new array { "inev" "idiv"
"iciv" }.

Figure 3: Tail-recursive factorial in Factor
function composition inspired by traditional mathematical
notation that help simplify the expression of pipeline code,
such as Haskell’s . operator:

• filter also invokes a quotation over every element of

c . b . a

an array but collects only the elements for which the
quotation returns true into a new array, leaving them
unchanged from the input array. For example,
{ 1 4 9 16 } [ even? ] filter
will create a new array containing the elements of the
input array that are even: { 4 16 }.

The composition operator improves on the nesting and syntactic overhead required by the non-concatenative approach,
but when compared to Factor, the approach still requires additional operators and leaves the order of operations reading
in reverse order.
Fundamentally, all control flow in Factor is achieved either by branching via the aforementioned if combinator or
by recursion. if considers all values to be true except for
the f word, which represents false. Looping combinators
such as each combine branching with tail recursion to express loops. Factor guarantees tail call optimization. Figure
3 shows an example of conditionals and recursion to implement the factorial operation. The figure also introduces the
: syntax for defining new words and the ( -- ) syntax for
stack effects, and features the stack shuffle words dup, drop,
and swap and the dataflow combinator bi. These features
will be described in the following subsections.

The code snippet in Figure 2 shows how a series of operations involving these combinators can be composed. As
input, it expects an array on the stack containing string elements. The first line uses the head? word, which takes
two strings off the stack and outputs a boolean indicating
whether the first one begins with the second; for example,
"# comment" "#" head? would output true whereas "17"
"#" head? would output false. The snippet uses head? as a
predicate quotation for filter (with the predicate negated
by the not word) to remove strings beginning with # from
the input array. This filtered array then acts as input to the
second line, where the map applies the string>number
word to each remaining array element, converting the elements from strings into numbers. Finally, on the third line,
the reduce combinator adds the resulting numeric values
together.
Code written in this style, in which a single input value
is gradually transformed and reshaped in distinct steps into
a result, is known as pipeline code, named due to the resemblance to the use of pipes in Unix shells. Pipeline code is
expressed very naturally in Factor; given several words, say
a, b, c, each taking a single object from the stack and pushing a single result, the code that applies each word to the
result of the previous word is simply written as

2.1.3

Stack Effects

Factor provides a formal notation for describing the inputs
and outputs of a word called stack effect notation, which
is used both in Factor documentation and in Factor source
code. For example, the stack effect of the tail-factorial
word in Figure 3is written as follows, with the special token
-- separating inputs from outputs:
( accumulator n -- n! )
This indicates that the word takes two inputs off the stack,
given the names accumulator and n, and leaves one new
result n!. The names are for documentation and do not affect
the meaning of the program. The factorial word’s stack
effect ( n -- n! ) likewise indicates that it takes one input
off the stack and outputs a new value. New words such as
tail-factorial and factorial are defined with the :
token, which is followed by the name of the new word, the
stack effect, and the definition, with the definition terminated
by the ; token. Every word definition must have a stack
effect declared.

a b c
In a non-concatenative language like Python, the following
would be used:
c(b(a(x)))
Compared to Factor, the above code has more syntactic
nesting, and the order of tokens is backwards from the order
of evaluation. Functional languages often have operators for
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Factor stack effect notation is similar to conventional
Forth stack effect notation. However, in Forth, the contents
of a stack effect are mere comments skipped over by the
parser, and their notation is a matter of programmer convention. By contrast, Factor provides a standard stack effect syntax and enforces the declared stack effects of words,
as in StrongForth and Cat. In Factor, with very few exceptions, words must pop a fixed number of inputs off the stack,
and push a fixed number of outputs onto the stack. Rowpolymorphic combinators, described below, and macros, described in 2.3.2, are the only two exceptions to this rule.
Stack effects are checked and enforced by a kind of type
system in the language implementation, known as the stack
checker.
Stack languages with higher-order functions and static
stack checking encounter a unique type of polymorphism:
a higher order function may sometimes accept quotation
parameters with different stack effects, which affect the
overall stack effect of the combinator. For example, the
each combinator as described in 2.1.2 would have a stack
effect of ( seq quot -- ) and take a quotation of effect ( elt -- ). However, on every application of each,
the elt input is presented above the rest of the stack,
and the quotation can read and replace additional stack
values below the element in a way that maintains the
stack balance. each can thus take a quotation with effect
( x elt -- x’ ), ( x y elt -- x’ y’ ), and so on.
This allows code using looping combinators such as each
to pass values between iterations. The overall stack effect
of each in these cases becomes ( x seq quot -- x’ ),
( x y seq quot -- x’ y’ ), and so on. This type of
polymorphism is referred to as row polymorphism, due to
influence from Cat’s row-polymorphic type system[14].
Factor has a special notation for row-polymorphic stack
effects. If the list of inputs or outputs begins with a token
of the form ..a, where a is any character, that token represents a row variable comprising multiple inputs or outputs. Quotation inputs can also be given stack effects in the
form name: ( inputs -- outputs ), and row variables
in those nested stack effects will be unified with row variables of the same name in the outer stack effect or other
nested stack effects. The full row-polymorphic stack effect
of each is thus:

which call quotations of indeterminate stack effect so that
the quotations that they call can be inlined. The inlining of
words is driven by declarations. The stack checker tracks the
flow of constants in a program in a simple, pessimistic way,
and can inline quotations with this mechanism. If it finds a
quotation that it cannot inline, but it must, then it rejects the
program. This inlining is not just an optimization; some code
is invalid without inlining.
Of course, not all programs can be written this way. In
some cases, the invoked quotation may not be known until
runtime. For this, there are two “escape hatches.” One mechanism is to declare the stack effect of the quotation at its
call site. The stack effect will be checked at runtime. In this
case, the quotation does not need to be inlined. Quotations
are normally called with the word call, and an effect can be
specified with the syntax call( -- ). Alternatively, a quotation can be called with a user-supplied datastack, using the
with-datastack word. This is useful for implementing a
read-eval-print loop (Section 3.1).
We believe that a mechanism for checking the stack depth
of programs is a necessary tool for concatenative programming languages. In concatenative languages without static
stack checking, incorrect use of the stack can lead to hardto-discover bugs. In the absence of static checking, if a caller
expects a word to have a certain effect on the height of
the stack, and to only change a particular number of items
on the stack, then the programmer writing the calling code
must write unit tests covering every possible code path in the
callee word. While good test coverage is a desirable property
to have in any software system, it can be difficult achieving
full test coverage in practice.
2.1.5

Many stack languages provide a set of words for re-arranging
operands at the top of the stack. These words can be used to
glue other words together. A typical set of shuffle words is
provided as part of Factor:
• drop ( x -- )
• dup ( x -- x x )
• over ( x y -- x y x )
• swap ( x y -- y x )

By convention, the stack effects of shuffle words use names
in the stack effect inputs and outputs to indicate how the
objects are reordered on the stack; for example, swap exchanges the positions of the top two stack elements, as indicated by its effect ( x y -- y x ).
One downside of shuffle words is that understanding long
expressions requires the reader to maintain and manipulate
a mental model of the stack, making code with complex
dataflow hard to write and to understand. This is a common
objection programmers have to programming in stack-based
languages. Factor provides an alternative facility, inspired by
Joy[44], consisting of three fundamental kinds of combina-

( ..a seq quot ( ..a elt -- ..a ) -- ..a )
2.1.4

Dataflow Combinators

The Stack Checker

Factor’s stack checker performs an abstract interpretation
of the input program, simulating each word’s effect on the
stack. When conditional branches are encountered, both
branches are evaluated and unified; a unification failure indicates that the two branches leave with inconsistent stack
heights, which is a compile-time error.
The stack checker must be able to handle row polymorphism. The current approach is to inline calls to all words
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TUPLE: edge face vertex opposite-edge next-edge ; :: frustum-matrix4 ( xy-dim near far -- matrix )
...
xy-dim first2 :> ( x y )
[ vertex>> ] [ opposite-edge>> vertex>> ] bi
near x / :> xf
near y / :> yf
near far + near far - / :> zf
Figure 4: Cleave combinators being used to call multiple slot
2 near far * * near far - / :> wf
accessors on a single object on the stack
{
{
{
{
{

: check-string ( obj -- obj )
dup string? [ "Not a string" throw ] unless ;
: register-service ( name realm constructor -- )
[ check-string ] [ ] [ call( -- value ) ] tri*
... ;

xf
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 0.0
yf
0.0
0.0 zf
0.0 -1.0

0.0
0.0
wf
0.0

}
}
}
}

} ;
Figure 6: Constructing a perspective projection matrix, using
local variables

Figure 5: Spread combinators being used to change objects
at the top of the stack

2.1.6
tor that encapsulate common, easy-to-understand dataflow
patterns.

Pictured Partial Application Syntax

We propose a syntax for the construction of point-free closures in a stack-based language. In Factor, quotations do not
close over an environment of values; pushing a quotation on
the operand stack does not allocate any memory and quotations are effectively literals in the source code. Factor has an
additional facility for constructing new quotations from values on the stack; this resembles lexical closures in applicative languages. A “quotation with holes” can be written by
prefixing it with ’[, and using to refer to values which are
to be filled in from the stack when the quotation is pushed.
The following two lines are equivalent:

• cleave takes as input a single value along with an array

of quotations and calls each quotation in turn on that
value.
5 { [ 1 + ] [ 2 - ] } cleave
→6 3
• spread takes series of objects on the stack along with

an array of an equal number of quotations and calls each
quotation on the corresponding object.
"A" "b" { [ >lower ] [ >upper ] } spread
→ "a" "B"

5 ’[ _ + ]
[ 5 + ]

• napply takes a series of objects on the stack together

with a single quotation and an integer as input and calls
each quotation with the value. The number of values is
determined by the integer.
"A" "B" [ >lower ] 2 napply
→ "a" "b"

2.1.7

Lexically Scoped Variables

With a few operations to shuffle the top of the stack, as well
as the previously-mentioned dataflow combinators, the stack
can be used for all dataflow and there is no need for local
variables. In practice, some code is easier to express with
local variables, so Factor includes support for local variables
and lexical closures.
A word with named input parameters can be declared
with the :: token in place of :. Whereas normally, the names
of input parameters in the stack effect declaration have no
meaning, a word with named parameters makes those names
available in the lexical scope of the word’s definition. Within
the scope of a :: definition, additional lexical variables can
be bound using the :> operator, which binds either a single
value from the datastack to a name, or multiple stack values
to a list of names surrounded by parentheses. Literal array
and tuple syntax can include lexical variable names and
construct data structures from lexical variable values.
Numerical formulas often exhibit non-trivial dataflow and
benefit in readability and ease of implementation from using
local variables. For example, Figure 6 constructs a perspec-

Shorthand forms are also available for binary and ternary
cases. They are not strictly necessary, but they avoid the
slight verbosity of the additional tokens { and } used to delimit arrays. They follow a naming scheme where the shorthand cleave combinators taking two and three quotations are
named bi and tri, spread combinators are named bi* and
tri*, and apply combinators are named bi@ and tri@. In
Figure 3, the tail-factorial word uses bi to reuse its n
value, first multiplying it into the accumulator input and
then adding 1 to it before tail-calling itself to start a new
iteration.
A canonical use case for cleave is to extract objects from
tuple slots as in Figure 4. spread is frequently used to preprocess or make assertions about inputs to words. In Figure
5, name must be a string, and constructor is replaced with
a single object it produces when called.
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TUPLE: circle radius ;
TUPLE: rectangle length width ;
GENERIC: area ( shape -- area )
M: circle area
radius>> dup * pi * ;
M: rectangle area
[ length>> ] [ width>> ] bi * ;

tive projection matrix for three-dimensional rendering. This
would be somewhat awkward with purely stack-based code.
We have found lexical variables useful only in rare cases
where there is no obvious solution to a problem in terms
of dataflow combinators and the stack. Out of 38,088 word
and method definitions in the source code of Factor and
its development environment at the time of this writing,
310 were defined with named parameters. Despite their low
rate of use, we consider lexical variables, and in particular
lexically-scoped closures, a useful extension of the concatenative paradigm.
2.2

Figure 7: Shapes and their area

• Methods on a generic word may be defined in the same

Organizing Programs

file as a class or in a different file. This allows new
generic words to dispatch on existing classes. It is also
possible to define new classes with methods on existing
generic words defined in the file where the class is defined.

Whereas many languages, notably Java, combine their module system and type system, Factor separates the two concepts to maximize flexibity and modularity of code. Vocabularies provide modularity, source code organization,
and namespaces. Independent of source code organization,
classes and generic words organize the data types and operations of a program at run time.
2.2.1

• More complicated kinds of classes are possible. Predicate

classes [17] fit into this model very easily.
• Multiple dispatch is natural to express. Though the core

Factor object system does not yet implement multiple
dispatch, it is available in an external library.

Vocabularies

Factor code is organized in a system of nested modules
called vocabularies. Like Java packages [27], Factor vocabularies have an on-disk directory structure corresponding to
their module structure. A vocabulary contains zero or more
definitions. The most common definitions are word definitions.
Every source file must explicitly specify all vocabularies
it uses; only word names defined in these vocabularies will
be in scope when the file is parsed. Any vocabulary dependencies which have not been loaded are loaded automatically.
Factor’s vocabulary system does not provide languageenforced privacy. There is a syntactic mechanism to mark
words as private, which places them in a separate subvocabulary. External code can still access this private vocabulary by explicitly specifying it. The choice not to enforce
real privacy was done in order to maximize flexibility and
interactivity.
2.2.2

Factor’s object system is implemented in Factor and can be
extended through a meta-object protocol. Factor has three
types of classes: primitive classes, tuple classes, and derived classes. Primitive classes are used for objects like
strings, numbers, and words. These cannot be subclassed.
Tuple classes are records with instance variables and single
inheritance. They form a hierarchy rooted at the class tuple.
Figure 7 shows a simple use of tuple classes to model shapes
and a generic word to calculate their area.
Primitive classes and tuple classes both use method calls
to access instance variables. For an instance variable called
foo, the generic word to read the variable is called foo>>,
and the generic word to write it is called >>foo.
Classes in Factor are not just record definitions; they
are abstract sets of objects. Derived classes offer a way to
specify new classes in terms of existing ones. A predicate
class is a subclass of another class consisting of instances
satisfying a predicate. A union class consists of the union
of a list of classes, and an intersection class consists of the
intersection of a list of classes.
A particular case of union classes is mixins. A mixin is
an extensible union class. Mixins are used to share behavior
between an extensible set of classes. If a method is defined
on a mixin, then the definition is available to any class
which chooses to add itself to the mixin. One particular use
of mixins is to mark a set of classes which all implement
methods on a set of generic words. Though Factor has no
fixed construction for an interface as in Java, an informal
protocol consisting of a set of generic words combined with
a mixin to mark implementors is idiomatically used for the
same purpose.

Object System

Factor is a purely object-oriented programming language
in the same sense as Smalltalk or Ruby: Every value is an
object with an intrinsic type that participates in dynamic dispatch, and basic operations like array access, arithmetic and
instance variable lookup are done through dynamically dispatched method calls. However, unlike Smalltalk or Ruby,
Factor does not specially distinguish a receiver object for
method calls. As in CLOS, there is no object or class that
“owns” a method. Instead, special words called generic
words have multiple implementations, called methods, based
on the classes of their arguments. Generic words offer more
flexibility than traditional message passing:
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TUPLE: product id quantity price ;

In Factor’s standard library, compile-time metaprogramming is used to define several new features in the object system. This allows the core object system to remain simple
while giving users access to advanced features.
The delegate library implements the Proxy Pattern [26].
The programmer can define a protocol and declare a class to
delegate to another class using a piece of code to look up the
delegate. The library will generate methods for each generic
word in the protocol to perform the delegation. This reduces
the amount of boilerplate code in the program. There are
also libraries for the terse declaration of algebraic datatypes,
for a limited form of multiple inheritance, and for multiple
dispatch methods.
The Factor standard library uses the object system heavily. Arrays, vectors, strings and other types of sequences are
abstracted as a set of generic words and a mixin class, together comprising the sequence protocol. There are similar
protocols for associative mappings and for sets. One use case
of these protocols is to make virtual sequences (or virtual associative mappings or virtual sets): objects which satisfy the
sequence protocol but do not actually physically store their
elements. One example of a virtual sequence is a range of integers with a given start, end, and step. Below is a definition
of the factorial function using a range, which is much easier
to read than the definition in Figure 3. The product word
uses the sequence protocol to multiply together the elements
of any object implementing the protocol.

: make-product-tag ( product -- xml )
[ id>> ] [ quantity>> ] [ price>> ] tri
[XML
<product
id=<->
quantity=<->
price=<->
/>
XML] ;
: make-product-dump ( products -- xml )
[ make-product-tag ] map
<XML
<products><-></products>
XML> ;
Figure 8: Dumping a sequence of products as XML
where we wanted to use runtime metaprogramming rather
than Factor’s approach.
It is common to use parsing words, macros and functors
in conjunction. A parsing word might trigger the invocation
of a functor, which in turn might expand into code containing macros. For example, the SPECIALIZED-ARRAY: syntax invokes a functor to create a specialized array type, a
data structure designed to contain binary data in a specified
packed format, similar to C++’s templated std::vector
data structure.

: factorial ( n -- n! )
[1,b] product ;
2.3

Ahead-of-time Metaprogramming

2.3.1

The philosophy of Factor’s metaprogramming and reflection facilities is that users should be able to extend the language with the same mechanisms used to implement the language itself. This maximizes expressiveness while minimizing code duplication between the language implementation
and its metaprogramming API.
Factor’s syntax is entirely defined using parsing words
written in Factor itself, and users can add their own parsing
words to extend Factor’s syntax. Additionally, Factor provides macros, which are used like ordinary words but perform partial evaluation on their first few parameters. Functors allow generic programming, and can be used to create
classes or vocabularies parameterized by a list of arguments.
These three features allow for an alternative model of
metaprogramming from that of C++ [41] or of scripting languages like Ruby [42]. Factor offers high runtime performance using a static compiler while maintaining flexibility. Like Ruby, this feature uses ordinary Factor code, rather
than a restricted special language like C++ templates. Unlike
Ruby, metaprogramming takes place explicitly before compilation, allowing an ahead-of-time compiler to be effective
in optimizing the code, as in C++. We have not found cases

Parsing Words

Factor’s syntax is based on the Forth programming language.
A program is a stream of whitespace-separated tokens. Some
of these tokens are simple literals, like numbers or strings.
Some tokens are words called at runtime. And some tokens
are words run during parsing, called parsing words.
Parsing words can perform arbitrary computation, and
usually make use of the parser API to read tokens from the
source file and the word definition API to define new words.
One use for parsing words is to create compound literals.
For example, { is a parsing word which scans until the next
matched } and creates an array consisting of the objects in
between the brackets.
Parsing words are also used to implement definitions. The
parsing word : defines a new word, by reading the stack
effect and word body, and then storing the definition in the
current vocabulary.
In the Factor standard library, the <XML parsing word creates a literal document in the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [20], with special syntax for objects to be spliced
into the document. The similar [XML parsing word creates
an XML fragment which can be embedded in a larger document. XML literals have become a popular feature in new
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SYNTAX: $[
parse-quotation call( -- value ) suffix! ;

"libssl" {
{ [ os winnt? ] [ "ssleay32.dll" ] }
{ [ os macosx? ] [ "libssl.dylib" ] }
{ [ os unix? ] [ "libssl.so" ] }
} cond cdecl add-library

Figure 9: The parsing word $[ allows arbitrary computation
in-line at parse-time

Figure 10: Determining the name of the OpenSSL library to
load based on the user’s current platform

programming languages such as Scala [19] and as additions to existing programming languages such as E4X [15].
In contrast to those languages, we were able to implement
XML literals purely as a library feature. Figure 8 demonstrates a word which takes a sequence of product tuples,
generating an XML document listing quantities and prices.
Note that within an XML fragment, <-> is used to take an
argument from the stack, in a manner similar to the pictured
partial application syntax discussed in Section 2.1.6.
As another example of Factor’s metaprogramming capability, local variables are also implemented as a user-level
library. The implementation converts code using locals to
purely stack-based code.
As an example of creating a parsing word, Figure 9 shows
how to create a parsing word to do arbitrary computation at
parse-time. The word parse-quotation invokes the parser
to return the Factor code between the current location and the
matching ]. The word suffix! is used to push the parsed
value onto the parser’s accumulator. Because parsing words
always take and return an accumulator, the stack effect is
implied and unnecessary.
2.3.2

mediately present in the syntax, they are only required to
be constants as known by the stack checker. A combinator can call a macro with only some parameters immediately supplied, as long as the combinator is declared inline
and usages of the combinator supply the necessary compiletime parameters. A simple example is a composition of the
length word with the case combinator. The case combinator takes a sequence of pairs, where the first element
in each pair is a value, and the second is a quotation to be
called if the top of the stack at run time is equal to the value.
We can define the length-case combinator, which takes a
sequence and a sequence of pairs, dispatching on the length
of the sequence:
: length-case ( seq cases -- )
over length swap case ; inline
2.3.3

Functors

Although parsing words will already let you generate arbitrary code at compile-time, it can be inconvenient to use
the word definition API repeatedly for similar definitions.
The functors library provides syntactic sugar for this, in
a manner that resembles C++ templates but allows for arbitrary computation in Factor. Functor syntax also resembles
the quasiquote syntax of Common Lisp [28]. One major usage of functors is for the aforementioned specialized arrays
of binary types.
Functors are useful in implementing cords, virtual sequence objects that present two underlying sequences as a
single concatenated sequence. The functor in Figure 11 allows a type T-cord to be defined for a sequence type T.
This allows for additional compiler optimization when using cords of T sequences compared to the non-specialized
generic-cord implementation. The functor defines the
T-cord type with a name derived from the name of the
input type T, and declares the new type as a member of the
cord mixin, allowing it to share method definitions with
generic-cord and other specialized cord types. This functor is used to efficiently emulate 256-bit SIMD vector types
on platforms with only 128-bit hardware vectors.

Macros

Macros in Factor are special words which take some of
their input parameters as compile-time constants. Based on
these parameters, the macro is evaluated at compile-time,
returning a quotation that replaces the macro call site. This
quotation may take further parameters from the run-time
stack.
One example of a macro is cond1 , used to provide a convenient syntax for if-else-if chains. As an argument, cond
takes an array of pairs of quotations, in which the first quotation of each pair is the condition and the second is the corresponding outcome. An example is shown in Figure 10. The
cond macro expands into a series of nested calls to the if
combinator at compile time. Macro expansion is performed
in the stack checker using the same constant propagation
mechanism as quotation inlining (Section 2.1.4). When a
macro invocation is encountered, the macro body is called at
compile time with the constant inputs that it requires. Calling a macro with values that are not known to be constant is
a compile-time error.
This integration with the stack checker gives Factor
macros more flexibility than traditional Lisp macros [28].
Rather than requiring macro parameters to be literals im-

2.4 Low-level Features
Factor includes many tools for systems programming that
allow for both high-efficiency specialized and high-level
object-oriented patterns of usage. A foreign function interface provides access to procedures written in other languages

1 For bootstrapping reasons, cond is not implemented like other macros, but
it is conceptually the same.
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FUNCTOR: define-specialized-cord ( T -- )

SPECIALIZED-ARRAYS: uchar float ;

T-cord DEFINES-CLASS ${T}-cord

TYPED: float>8bit-image (
in: float-array
-out: uchar-array )
[ 0.0 1.0 clamp 255.0 * >integer ]
uchar-array{ } map-as ;

WHERE
TUPLE: T-cord
{ head T read-only }
{ tail T read-only } ; final
INSTANCE: T-cord cord

Figure 12: A word definition with type annotations for input
and output parameters

;FUNCTOR
• Specialized arrays

Packed arrays of a specified native type compatible with the library’s sequences protocol.

Figure 11: Creating a specialized T-cord virtual sequence
for a type T using a functor

Factor provides a fundamental set of binary types that
mirror the basic C types. From these primitive types, structs,
specialized arrays, and vectors can be constructed. New
struct types extend this binary type system, allowing arrays of structs or structs containing structs to be instantiated. These objects all provide interfaces compatible with
standard Factor sequences and tuples, so binary data objects
can be used in generic code and manipulated with standard
Factor idioms.
Due to the optimizing compiler (Section 3.4), manipulation of these data structures can approach the performance
of C. The compiler provides primitives for loading, storing,
and operating on native integer, floating-point, and vector
types. When dynamic Factor objects of these types are not
needed, the compiler can operate on them unboxed, keeping
the values in machine registers. Code using these data structures can be written at a high level, operating on sequence
and tuple-like objects, which the compiler transforms into
C-like direct manipulation of binary data.
For example, the float>8bit-image word given in
Figure 12 uses Factor’s standard generic clamp, *, and
>integer words along with the map-as sequence combinator to convert an array of floating-point image components
with values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 into eight-bit unsigned
integer components ranging from 0 to 255. With the help
of type annotations on just the word’s input (Section 3.4.2),
Factor generates efficient code without unnecessary overhead.

as if they were written in Factor. Binary data can be represented and manipulated efficiently. A new abstraction called
destructors provides for the automatic disposal of resources.
2.4.1

Foreign Function Interface

Factor has a foreign function interface (FFI) for calling libraries written in other programming languages. Factor’s
FFI is inspired by Common Lisp’s CFFI [4]. The FFI can
call functions written in C, Fortran and Objective C. Additional libraries exist to communicate with Lua, Javascript,
and C++. To call a C function, the type of the fuction merely
has to be declared, as below:
FUNCTION: SSL* SSL_new ( SSL_CTX* ctx ) ;
When calling foreign functions with dynamically-typed values, Factor automatically wraps and unwraps binary types
when used as parameters or return values: simple integer and
floating-point types convert automatically between boxed
Factor representations and native binary representations. Binary data types, described in the next section, are unwrapped
when used as arguments and allocated when returned from
foreign functions. This automatic handling eliminates a class
of bugs present in usages of other languages’ FFI.
2.4.2

Binary Data Support

Factor provides extensive support for binary data, providing
optimized data structures that can be manipulated as ordinary Factor objects. These binary data types are useful for
both communicating with foreign functions and for use in
pure Factor code, for greater performance.
Factor’s library includes three main kinds of objects for
aggregating and manipulating binary data.

2.4.3

Scoped Resource Management

A common problem in garbage-collected languages is that,
although memory management is handled automatically,
there is no provision for automatically releasing external
resources such as file handles or nework connections. As a
result, code for working with external resources is still susceptible to resource leaks, resource exhaustion, and premature deallocation. Some languages support finalizers, which
cause garbage collection of an object to run a user-supplied

• Structs

Structured binary containers that provide
slot accessors like Factor’s tuple objects and are declared
like tuples.

• SIMD vectors

128-bit hardware vector types represented and manipulated as constant-length sequences.
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: perform-operation ( in out -- ) ... ;

ment. After changes to source files are made on disk, vocabularies can be reloaded, updating word definitions in the
current image. The word refresh-all is used to reload all
files that have changed compared to the currently loaded version.
Most dynamic languages allow code reloading by processing definitions in a source file as mutating the dictionary
of definitions. Whenever a definition is used, it is looked up
at runtime in the dictionary. There are two problems with
this approach:

[
"in.txt" binary <file-reader> &dispose
"out.txt" binary <file-writer> &dispose
perform-operation
] with-destructors
Figure 13: Destructors example

• The late binding creates overhead at each use of a defi-

hook which freeing associated external resources. However,
finalizers are inappropriate for some resource cleanup due to
their nondeterminism–for example, the aforementioned file
handles and network connections are limited system-wide
resources and should be deterministically released independent of their in-memory object representations. Alternative
deterministic mechanisms for resource management are detailed in Section 5
Factor’s destructors library provides a mechanism for
easy deterministic resource management. Any object with
associated external resources can implement a method on
the dispose generic word to release its resources. The
with-destructors combinator creates a new dynamic
scope and runs a supplied quotation. The quotation can
register disposable objects by calling one of two words,
&dispose or |dispose. The former word always disposes
its parameter when the with-destructors form is exited,
whereas the latter only disposes if the supplied quotation
raises an exception. For example, Figure 13 opens two files
and performs an operation on them, ensuring that both files
are properly closed.

3.

nition, requiring name lookup or extra indirection. Late
binding also hinders optimizations such as inlining.
• Stale definitions remain in memory when definitions are

subsequently removed from a source file, and the source
file is reloaded. This potentially triggers name clashes,
allows space leaks, and causes other problems.
In Factor, the parser associates definitions with source
files, and if a changed source file is reloaded, any definitions
which are no longer in the source file are removed from the
running image. The optimizing compiler coordinates with
the incremental linker capability provided by the VM to
reconcile static optimizations with on-the-fly source code
changes.
When compiling word bodies, the optimizing compiler
makes assumptions about the class hierarchy, object layouts,
and methods defined on generic words. These assumptions
are recorded as dependencies and stored in an inverted index. When one or more words or classes are redefined inside
a development session, this dependency information is used
to calculate a minimal set of words which require recompilation.
After a word is redefined, the segment of the heap containing compiled code is traversed to update the callers of the
word. This allows Factor to use early binding while maintaining the illusion of late binding.
Tuples use an array-based layout while remaining compatible with redefinition, giving the illusion of a more flexible layout. This is achieved by performing a full garbage
collection when a tuple class is redefined, allocating different amounts of space for tuples based on what fields have
been added or removed.

Implementation

Factor has an advanced high-performance implementation.
The language is always compiled, using either a simple or
optimizing compiler. Generic dispatch is optimized both by
attempting to statically select a method and through polymorphic inline caches. Memory allocation is also optimized
through a combination of static and dynamic techniques, using compiler optimizations to minimize allocation together
with generational garbage collection to manage the cases
that cannot be eliminated.
3.1

The Interactive Environment
3.2 Architecture

Factor is accompanied by an interactive environment based
around a read-eval-print loop. The environment is built on
top of a GUI toolkit implemented in Factor. Graphical controls are rendered via OpenGL, and issues such as clipboard
support are handled by an abstraction layer with backends
for Cocoa, Windows, and X11. Developer tools provided include a documentation and vocabulary browser, an object inspector, a single stepper and a tool for browsing errors.
When developing a Factor program, it is useful to test
different versions of the program in the interactive environ-

The Factor implementation is structured into a virtual machine (VM) written in C++ and a core library written in
Factor. The VM provides essential runtime services, such as
garbage collection, method dispatch, and a base compiler.
The rest is implemented in Factor.
The VM loads an image file containing a memory snapshot, as in many Smalltalk and Lisp systems. The source
parser manipulates the code in the image as new definitions
are read in from source files. The source parser is written in
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Factor and can be extended from user code (Section 2.3.1).
The image can be saved, and effectively acts as a cache for
compiled code.
Values are referenced using tagged pointers [29]. Small
integers are stored directly inside a pointer’s payload. Large
integers and floating point numbers are boxed in the heap;
however, compiler optimizations can in many cases eliminate this boxing and store floating point temporaries in registers. Specialized data structures are also provided for storing
packed binary data without boxing (Section 2.4).
Factor uses a generational garbage collection strategy to
optimize workloads which create large numbers of shortlived objects. The oldest generation is managed using a
mark-sweep-compact algorithm, with younger generations
managed by a copying collector [46]. Even compiled code is
subject to compaction, in order to reduce heap fragmentation
in applications which invoke the compiler at runtime, such
as the development environment. To support early binding,
the garbage collector must modify compiled code and the
callstack to point to newly relocated code.
Run-time method dispatch is handled with polymorphic
inline caches [32]. Every dynamic call site starts out in
an uninitialized cold state. If there are up to three unique
receiver types, a polymorphic inline cache is generated for
the call site. After more than three cache misses, the call site
transitions into a megamorphic call with a cache shared by
all call sites.
All source code is compiled into machine code by one
of two compilers, called the base compiler and optimizing
compiler. The base compiler is a context threading compiler
implemented in C++ as part of the VM, and is mainly used
for bootstrapping purposes. The optimizing compiler is written in Factor and is used to compile most code.
Factor is partially self-hosting and there is a bootstrap
process, similar to Steel Bank Common Lisp [38]. An image generation tool is run from an existing Factor instance
to produce a new bootstrap image containing the parser, object system, and core libraries. The Factor VM is then run
with the bootstrap image, which loads a minimal set of libraries which get compiled with the base compiler. The optimizing compiler is then loaded, and the base libraries are
recompiled with the optimizing compiler. With the optimizing compiler now available, additional libraries and tools
are loaded and compiled, including Factor’s GUI development environment. Once this process completes, the image
is saved, resulting in a full development image.
3.3

tearing down a stack frame, pushing a literal on the stack,
making a subroutine call, and so on. These machine code
templates are generated by Factor code during the bootstrap
process. This allows the base and optimizing compilers to
share a single assembler backend written in Factor.
3.4 Optimizing Compiler
The optimizing compiler is structured as a series of passes
operating on two intermediate representations (IRs), referred
to as high-level IR and low-level IR. High-level IR represents
control flow in a similar manner to a block-structured programming language. Low-level IR represents control flow
with a control flow graph of basic blocks. Both intermediate
forms make use of single static assignment (SSA) form to
improve the accuracy and efficiency of analysis [12].
3.4.1

Front End

High-level IR is constructed by the stack effect checker.
Macro expansion and quotation inlining is performed by
the stack checker online while high-level IR is being constructed. The front end does not deal with local variables, as
these have already been eliminated.
3.4.2

Soft Typing

When static type information is available, Factor’s compiler
can eliminate runtime method dispatch and allocation of intermediate objects, generating code specialized to the underlying data structures. This resembles previous work in soft
typing [10]. Factor provides several mechanisms to facilitate
static type propagation:
• Functions can be annotated as inline, causing the com-

piler to replace calls to the function with the function
body.
• Functions can be hinted, causing the compiler to gener-

ate multiple specialized versions of the function, each
assuming different input types, with dispatch at the entry point to choose the best-fitting specialization for the
given inputs.
• Methods on generic functions propagate the type infor-

mation for their dispatched-on inputs.
• Functions can be declared with static input and output

types using the typed library.
3.4.3

High-level Optimizations

The three major optimizations performed on high-level IR
are sparse conditional constant propagation (SCCP [45]),
escape analysis with scalar replacement, and overflow check
elimination using modular arithmetic properties.
The major features of our SCCP implementation are an
extended value lattice, rewrite rules, and flow sensitivity.
Our SCCP implementation augments the standard singlelevel constant lattice with information about object types,
numeric intervals, array lengths and tuple slot types. Type

Base Compiler

The primary design considerations of the base compiler are
fast compilation speed and low implementation complexity.
As a result, the base compiler generates context-threaded
code with inlining for simple primitives [3], performing a
single pass over the input quotation.
The base compiler generates code using a set of machine
code templates for basic operations such as creating and
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transfer functions are permitted to replace nodes in the IR
with inline expansions. Type functions are defined on many
of the core language words.
SCCP is used to statically dispatch generic word calls by
inlining a specific method body at the call site. This inlining
generates new type information and new opportunities for
constant folding, simplification and further inlining. In particular, generic arithmetic operations which require dynamic
dispatch in the general case can be lowered to simpler operations as type information is discovered. Overflow checks can
be removed from integer operations using numeric interval
information. The analysis can represent flow-sensitive type
information. Additionally, calls to closures which combinator inlining cannot eliminate are eliminated when enough information is available [16].
An escape analysis pass is used to discover object allocations which are not stored on the heap or returned from the
current function. Scalar replacement is performed on such
allocations, converting tuple slots into SSA values.
The modular arithmetic optimization pass identifies integer expressions in which the final result is taken to be
modulo a power of two and removes unnecessary overflow
checks from any intermediate addition and multiplication
operations. This novel optimization is global and can operate
over loops.

3.4.4

3.5 Evaluation
We compared the performance of the current Factor implementation with four other dynamic language implementations:
• CPython 3.1.22 , the primary Python implementation.
• SBCL 1.0.383 , a Common Lisp implementation.
• LuaJIT 2.0.0beta44 , a Lua implementation.
• V8 (SVN revision 4752)5 , a JavaScript implementation.

To measure performance, we used seven benchmark programs from the Computer Language Benchmark Game [25].
Benchmarks were run on an Apple MacBook Pro equipped
with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 4GB of
RAM. All language implementations were built as 64-bit
binaries. The JavaScript, Lua and Python benchmarks were
run as scripts from the command line, and the Factor and
Common Lisp benchmarks were pre-compiled into standalone images.6
The results are shown in Figure 147 . The benchmarks
demonstrate that Factor’s performance is competitive with
other state-of-the-art dynamic language implementations.
Factor’s relatively good performance can be explained by
various aspects of its implementation.
• The ahead-of-time optimizing Factor compiler (Section

3.4), in these cases, is able to eliminate the same overhead
of dynamic language features that the V8 and LuaJIT
JITs do at runtime.

Low-level Optimizations

• binarytrees is heavy in allocation, so Factor’s array-

Low-level IR is built from high-level IR by analyzing control
flow and making stack reads and writes explicit. During this
construction phase and a subsequent branch splitting phase,
the SSA structure of high-level IR is lost. SSA form is reconstructed using the SSA construction algorithm described in
[8], with the minor variation that we construct pruned SSA
form rather than semi-pruned SSA, by first computing liveness. To avoid computing iterated dominance frontiers, we
use the TDMSC algorithm from [13].
The main optimizations performed on low-level IR are
local dead store and redundant load elimination, local value
numbering, global copy propagation, representation selection, and instruction scheduling.
The local value numbering pass eliminates common subexpressions and folds expressions with constant operands
[9]. Following value numbering and copy propagation, a
representation selection pass decides when to unbox floating
point and SIMD values. A form of instruction scheduling
intended to reduce register pressure is performed on lowlevel IR as the last step before leaving SSA form [39].
We use the second-chance binpacking variation of the linear scan register allocation algorithm [43, 47]. Our variant
does not take φ nodes into account, so SSA form is destructed first by eliminating φ nodes while simultaneously performing copy coalescing, using the method described in [6].

based layout for tuples helps performance (Section 3.1).
• The Factor compiler can generate code using SIMD

instructions (Section 2.4), improving performance on
nbody.
• Native code generation makes Factor, like LuaJIT, SBCL

and V8, significantly faster than Python on all but three
benchmarks, where most of Python’s time is spent in
library functions written in C.

4. Evolution
The Factor language and implementation has evolved significantly over time. The first implementation of Factor was
hosted on the Java Virtual Machine and used as a scripting
language within a larger Java program. As a result, the first
iteration of the language was rather minimal, with no direct
2 http://www.python.org
3 http://www.sbcl.org
4 http://luajit.org
5 http://code.google.com/p/v8/
6 More

details about the test setup can be found online at
http://factor-language.blogspot.com/2010 05 01 archive.html.
7 The Languge Benchmark Game lacks a Lua implementation of regexdna.
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binarytrees
fasta
knucleotide
nbody
regexdna
revcomp
spectralnorm

Factor
1.764
2.597
1.820
0.393
0.990
2.377
1.377

LuaJIT
6.295
1.689
0.573
0.604
——
1.764
1.358

SBCL
1.349
2.105
0.766
0.402
0.973
2.955
2.229

V8
2.119
3.948
1.876
4.569
0.166
3.884
12.22

Python
19.88
35.23
1.805
37.08
0.874
1.669
104.6

Figure 14: The time in seconds taken to run seven benchmarks on five language implementations
support for user-defined types, generic functions, local variables, or automatic inclusion of vocabulary dependencies.
As the focus of the language shifted from embedded
scripting to application development, new features were
added and existing features were redesigned to better support
larger codebases. Rather than design language features upfront, new features have been added incrementally as needed
for the compiler and standard library. Language changes can
usually be implemented as user-level libraries and move into
the core of the language only at the point where it is deemed
useful to use the feature in the implementation of the language itself. This type of evolution is only possible because
of Factor’s extensive metaprogramming capabilities.
For example, hashtables and structures from cons cells
were originally used in place of objects. To address the problems that this created in writing larger programs, a library for
generic words and user-defined types was created. This was
later moved into the core of the language, and the standard
library now uses object-oriented techniques extensively.
The stack checker was initially optional and significant
bodies of code did not pass the stack checker. Later, with the
addition of call( -- ), it became practical to require all
code to pass the stack checker. This change immediately led
to the discovery and repair of numerous infrequent bugs in
the standard library.
We moved away from the JVM as a host platform due to a
lack of support for tail-call optimization, continuations, and
certain forms of dynamic dispatch. The switch to a native implementation improved performance significantly. Compiler
optimizations and virtual machine improvements have been
added to address performance bottlenecks in running programs. As more advanced optimizations have been added,
the time it takes to compile the Factor development environment has remained roughly constant, following [24].

5.

Related Work

Others have approached the problem of eliminating stack effect bugs (Section 2.1.4) in terms of adding a full-fledged
static type system to a concatenative language. StrongForth
[2] adds a relatively simple system, and Cat [14] adds a
more detailed type system including support for row polymorphism. The design of our stack checker is similar to the
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Java Virtual Machine’s bytecode verifier pass, and the invariants imposed on Factor code are similar to those of the Java
Virtual Machine specification [37].
Other languages have syntax for creating anonymous
functions, as in Section 2.1.6. For example Clojure supports
syntax like #(+ 1 %) short for (fn [x] (+ x 1)) [31].
Here, the role of % is the opposite of in Factor, representing
the argument rather than the retained value.
Factor’s object system does not distinguish a receiver in
method calls. Other similar object systems include CLOS
[5], Cecil [11] and Dylan [40]. CLOS, like Factor, allows the
object system to be extended through a meta-object protocol
[35], whereas Cecil is more restrictive.
Parsing words (Section 2.3.1), are similar to Forth’s immediate words. One major difference between Forth and
Factor is that in Forth, control flow is implemented with
immediate words such as IF and THEN; in Factor, control
flow is done with combinators. A second major difference is
that whereas the Forth parser has two modes, compile and
interpret, in Factor there is effectively no interpret mode;
the parser always compiles code into quotations. Even code
entered at the top-level is first compiled into a quotation,
and then the quotation is immediately called and discarded.
Eliminating the two modes from the Forth parser eliminates
the need for so-called state-smart words [18].
Other languages provide mechanisms for resource management, but we believe these to be more difficult to use than
Factor’s mechanism (Section 2.4.3). In C++, Resource Acquisition is Initialization (RAII) is the technique of using
constructors to acquire resources and destructors to dispose
of them. A stack-allocated object is used to wrap the external resource handle; the object’s destructor runs deterministically at the end of its scope and deallocates the resource
when the object leaves scope. Common Lisp popularized the
with- idiom: libraries implement scoped resource management by enclosing the scope of the allocated resource in
a higher-order function such as with-open-file, which
encapsulates acquiring and releasing the external resource.
This approach doesn’t scale very well if many resources
need to be acquired and released in the same piece of code,
due to the resulting nesting of with- functions. The C# [34]
and Python languages offer special syntax for scoped external resources, C#’s using keyword and Python’s with statement, that provide the same functionality as the Common
Lisp idiom, but as a built-in language feature.
Factor’s FFI (Section 2.4.1) is related to several other languages’ FFIs. Common Lisp’s CFFI [4] is the most similar and provided a basis for our work. Python Ctypes [21]
provides a more dynamic interface, without the need to predeclare functions in a DLL before calling them. Newspeak
Aliens [7] allow similar capabilities to CFFI but with the addition of an explicit object representing the capability to call
a set of foreign functions, rather than an explicit global one.
A common alternative to foreign function interfaces in dy-

namic languages is to create a plug-in for the VM making
new primitives for functions in a foreign library [22], a process which SWIG automates [1]. However, such a system
would not be compatible with Factor’s interactive environment.
Other dynamic languages have provided limited support
for manipulating packed binary data. Languages that offer
binary data support often do not provide as good support
as ordinary language constructs. This is either through a
high-overhead extension library like Python’s Struct [23] or
OCaml’s Bigarray [36], or as a limited extension of their
FFI facilities geared more toward interfacing with native libraries than toward high-performance data manipulation. By
contrast, Factor’s support for binary data is much stronger
(Section 2.4.2).
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We have demonstrated Factor, a new dynamic stack-based
object-oriented programming language. Factor incorporates
features from many different previous languages systems
into a new product combining their advantages. Factor has
a very flexible object system and metaprogramming model,
allowing the best coding style to be used for the job. It combines tools for dealing with bits and foreign function calls
with high-level programming tools in the same language, offering the best of both worlds. Its advanced optimizing compiler makes it realistic to implement high-performance programs with few or no type declarations. Taken all together,
these features make Factor a system that allows complex,
high-performance programs to be constructed rapidly and
easily.
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